
PROFESSIONAL  
VIDEOCONFERENCE SYSTEM

If desired BCN does facilitate in cooperation with partner MISC a professional videoconference 
system at one of our venues. This system allows you to converse with the attendees in the room as 
up to 25 digital attendees. There is audiovisual communication between the attendees in the room 
and the digital attendees. Attendees are able to choose if they would like to see the trainer or the 
presentation. Ideally suited for training and education, where physical presence is not a requirement. 
By making use of an own server environment, overload is minimal compared to video conference 
software such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, etc. For an additional fee we provide a LED-screen on a 
tripod so the trainerr is able to the digital attendees and the presentation on its laptop.

This service includes the following specifications:
1x Professional videoconference system
1x Videoconference phone including audio onnection

Costs**: 
Equipment, transport costs excluded*: €500,-

Extra’s:
Recording: €50,-
LED-screen on tripod: €70,-

Online attendees can see and hear the speaker
The speaker can see and hear the online attendees
Full service is facilitated
High quality image (4k)
High quality sound
Extra LED-screen on tripod possible at extra cost
Assistance at our venue
Recording possible at extra cost

*The following transport costs aplly to locations outside Utrecht:
Amsterdam: €35,- 
Zwolle  €65,- 
Rotterdam €50,-
Eindhoven €80,-

**All prices are included VAT, price changes subject to change



VIDEOCONFERENCE SET
If desired BCN does facilitate in cooperation with partner MISC a videoconference set at one of our 
venues. This service is excluding the videoconference software such as Zoom, Microsoft Team, 
etc. You have to arrange your own account, total of digital attendees depends on the account.
There is audiovisual communication between the attendees in the room and the digital attendees. 
Ideally suited for training and education, where physical presence is not a requirement 

This service includes the following specifications:
1x Videoconference system
1x All around sensitive microphone

Costs**: 
Equipment, transport costs excluded*: €200,-

Extra’s:
LED-screen on tripod: €70,-

Online attendees can see and hear the speaker
The speaker can see and hear the online attendees
Full service is facilitated
High quality image (4k)
High quality sound
Extra LED-screen on tripod possible at extra cost
Assistance at our venue
Recording possible at extra cost

*The following transport costs aplly to locations outside Utrecht:
Amsterdam: €35,- 
Zwolle  €65,- 
Rotterdam €50,-
Eindhoven €80,-

**All prices are included VAT, price changes subject to change



Online attendees can see and hear the speaker
The speaker can see and hear the online attendees
Full service is facilitated
High quality image (4k)
High quality sound
Extra LED-screen on tripod possible at extra cost
Assistance at our venue
Recording possible at extra cost

4K WEBCAM
If desired BCN does facilitate in cooperation with partner MISC a 4k camera at one of our venues. 
Because of the high camera resolution the digital attendees are able to see the meeting crystal 
clear. The camera has an integrated microphone, because of this only the trainer is clearly audible. 
For additional feee we offer a lapel microphone to improve the audio. This service is excluding 
videoconference software such as Zoom, Microsoft Team, etc. You have to arrange your own account, 
total of digital attendees depends on the account. There is audiovisual communication between the 
attendees in the room and the digital attendees. Ideally suited for training and education, where 
physical presence is not a requirement 

This service includes the following specifications:
1x 4K webcam

Costs**: 
Equipment, transport costs excluded*: €135,-

Extra’s:
Lapel microphone: €25,-
LED-screen on tripod: €70,-

*The following transport costs aplly to locations outside Utrecht:
Amsterdam: €35,- 
Zwolle  €65,- 
Rotterdam €50,-
Eindhoven €80,-

**All prices are included VAT, price changes subject to change



Online attendees can see and hear the speaker
The speaker can see and hear the online attendees
Full service is facilitated
High quality image (4k)
High quality sound
Extra LED-screen on tripod possible at extra cost per room
Assistance at our venue
Recording possible at extra cost

VIDEOCONFERENCE SYSTEMS 
IN TWO ROOMS

If desired BCN does facilitate in cooperation with partner MISC a videoconference system in two 
rooms at one of our venues. When having a large amount of physical attendees and up to 25 digital 
attendees, you are able to arrange a meeting with only 1 trainer. A videoconference system will be 
placed in both rooms and both beamers will be connected. This way the attendees in both rooms, the 
trainer and the digital attendees are able to converse. It is possible for the trainer to change rooms. 
Ideally suited for training and education, where physical presence is not a requirement. By making 
use of an own server environment, overload is minimal compared to video conference software 
such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, etc.

This service includes the following specifications:
2x Professional videoconference system
2x 4K LED-screen
2x Lapel microphone
2x Sound system

Costs**: 
Equipment, transport costs excluded*: €1325,-

Extra’s:
Recording: €50,-

*The following transport costs aplly to locations outside Utrecht:
Amsterdam: €35,- 
Zwolle  €65,- 
Rotterdam €50,-
Eindhoven €80,-

**All prices are included VAT, price changes subject to change



Online attendees can see and hear the speaker
The speaker can see and hear the online attendees
Full service is facilitated
High quality image (4k)
High quality sound
Extra LED-screen on tripod possible at extra cost
Assistance at our venue
Recording possible at extra cost

LIVE STREAM
If desired BCN does facilitate in cooperation with partner MISC a livestream for you at one of our 
venues. With this live stream you are able to let up to 1500 people watch your meeting. To attend you 
will receive the needed information. Excellent to use for meetings when no interaction between the 
speaker and the crowd is required. Because of the 4K camera and the wireless microphone the view 
and sound is excellent. If you want to switch easily between the speaker and presentation, a switcher 
can become in handy at extra cost.

This service includes the following specifications:
1x Professional camera on tripod
1x Minicaster Decoder
1x Wireless microphone

Costs**: 
Equipment, transport costs excluded*: €470,-

Extra’s:
Professional cameraman per hour: €55,-
Recording Free
Switcher between spreaker/presentation €165,-

*The following transport costs aplly to locations outside Utrecht:
Amsterdam: €35,- 
Zwolle  €65,- 
Rotterdam €50,-
Eindhoven €80,-

**All prices are included VAT, price changes subject to change
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